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Bloody Claws Rules and Schedule

This page has in-character and out of character rules for the Bloody Claws (She'na Academy).

Daily Schedule

Wake up
Have breakfast (either dorm, or school cafeteria)
Clean dorm room
Head to Class
Afternoon meetings
Afternoon training (mandatory self-defense)
Dinner (either dorm, or school cafeteria)
Class time together
Sleep

Rules of the Class

These are the rules applied to the class.

Emergency Conditions

Procedures to be used during an emergency.

If the Academy is attacked, all students are required to take up arms and defend either their school
or the dorm-room, depending on their location.
In a combat situation, students should move about in groups of three or more, never venture alone.
Deploy reusable cover shields in areas that are wide open, such as school hallways or parks.
Never leave a fallen student behind, if a student is injured drag or carry them to safety; no matter
what race that student is.

Field Trips

Often times, field trips for the class involve going to places of interest, such as military bases or outside
of the city, although some teachers might refer to them as 'away missions', because of how close the
school is with the military.

All students must have swords on their person, Youth Corps members are permitted to carry a
sidearm, non-Youth Corps members can only carry a sidearm if their school ID states they are
allowed.
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Always stay together, when on military bases, always listen to the officer in charge.
Always carry a survival kit, medical kit, and food; in the event a field trip takes longer than
planned.

Class Expectations

Be respectful and courteous to classmates.
Students need to maintain their classroom and also their uniforms.
Students must always have a sword on their person.
Sidearms have to be checked in with the class president.
No matter what the reason, any unusual events should be reported to the class president.

Preparedness

Students should always be ready in case of combat.
Always know the location of fallout shelters in the event of bombardment
Swords, and weapons, should be maintained at all times.
Class supplies should always be monitored.

Social Expectations

Remain respectful to others
Help others out
Always maintain a measure of professionalism when around upperclassmen or adults.

Uniform

Always keep the school uniform clean, it shouldn't be dirty or torn, new uniforms are free and can
easily be requested.
Uniforms must be worn at all times on campus, including in the dormitory. Only time Casual
clothing can be worn is during special events or when the student is heading out of the city.
Make sure the cowl's trim matches the color of the division the student is in; combined division
students may either have the trim color of the combined division or that of the individual divisions.

OOC Rules

All members of the plot are expected to post as often as the plot permits, give members some time
to respond to a post but if they do not they may continue posting.
Players must at least post once a week, provided there is an opportunity.

If a player is going to be absent, he/she should inform the GM so they can keep the plot
moving
Players who have not posted in a week may have their characters actions posted by the GM.
Players who have not posted in two weeks, without any notice to the GM, may be removed
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from the plot.
Please respond to any and all surveys that are sent out, whether they are specific to the plot or to
the faction.

Spoiler Tags

OOC Comments may be attached to a post if they're in a spoiler tag.
Only comments about the particular post are permitted. For any discussion of the posts, use the
OOC Thread. If you need a response to your OOC remarks, use the OOC THread.
Spoiler tags used for OOC should generally go at the end of the post, unless they're needed in the
middle of a translation of alien speech.
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